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I’KLECTIK ART LAB : 20 CARLISLE LANE, LONDON, SE1 7LG  TICKETS : £5 (15.00-21.00)

WORKSHOPS : FREE FOR REGISTERED PARTICIPANTS

Audiovisual Workshop lead by Matt Black (Coldcut/Ninja Tune) and Matt Sharp (MOREEYES) with 
an introduction to NinjaJamm Software and projection mapping with Resolume Arena, concludes 
with a group AV jam as a grand finale.

ninjajamm.com | moreeyes.co.uk 

SPLICEJAMM AV - WORKSHOP @ UAL/LCC CAMPUS - FREE ENTRY

Austrian artists Bernhard Busch & Eva Bischof started their artistic journey in the rave and club 
culture of the early 90’s. With images ranging from shot footage, CGI and TV samples, the duo 
work with real time FX to create a unified experience where music becomes visual.

4youreye.at

4YOUREYE - VJ SET + LIVE MUSIC BY INCOGNITO TRAVELLER @ RICH MIX

Mexican duo Enrico Gianfranchi and César Juárez-Joyner are The Incognito Traveller, their music 
is inspired by years of travelling, recording and exploring humanity. Their new project Movements 
of Migration proposes a view of humans in their spiritual, urban and rural landscapes.

theincognitotraveller.net

THE INCOGNITO TRAVELLER - LIVE MUSIC + VJ SET BY 4YOUREYE @ RICH MIX

Kera Nagel and André Aspelmeier describe themselves as the “bridge between the digital art and 
advanced club worlds”. Expect futuristic distorted bass heavy music with tightly synchronized 
greyscale HD-visuals, synesthetic adventures oscillating between abstraction and semi-narrative.

incite.hamburg

INCITE/ “SPACE-TIME FOLD” - LIVE AV @ RICH MIX

Digital Punks and AV remix pioneers, once described as 'next level shit' by Grandmaster Flash, 
twice topped DJ Mag's VJ poll alongside the Top 100 DJs.  Known for their movie supercuts and 
dynamic AV performances, the duo create music with a di�erent, it's music you can see!

addictive.tv

ADDICTIVE TV - LIVE AV @ RICH MIX

With over 25 million views online, this British duo formed in the 1990s through a hobby of making 
mixtapes for friends where they added humorous material between the music, they now make 
blisteringly funny and politically razor-sharp av cut-up’s discribed as “beats ‘n’ plunderphonics”.

youtube.com/user/cassetteboy

CASSETTEBOY - LIVE AV @ RICH MIX

A fusion of Dan Hayhurst’s music and Reuben Sutherland animations that together form a 
psychedelic live experience that are an amalgam of electronic music, kinetic art, comic strips, 
abstract animation and audiovisual cut-ups that bridge both analog and digital practices.

tapebox.co.uk

SCULPTURE - LIVE AV @ RICH MIX

A motion graphic design studio specialising in the creation and performance of animated visual 
content for live music events present their own AV performance exploring brutalist architectural 
forms, with original music created using analog synths and drum machines all sequenced live.

blinkinlab.com

BLINKINLAB “SYNTHETIC SYNAESTHETIC AESTHETIC”  - LIVE AV @ RICH MIX

French artist with interest in code, aesthetics and experimental rendering techniques, contributor 
to the vvvv programming toolkit. He will discuss his techniques and paradigms for visual content 
creation and realtime graphics.

mrvux.com

JULIEN VULLIET - TALK @ RICH MIX - FREE ENTRY

MANGOSH PRUNIER - TALK @ RICH MIX - FREE ENTRY

Goldsmiths researcher and audiovisual artist Correia presents his AVUI project, an openFrame-
works add-on that enables the creation of user interfaces (UI) with integrated audio and visual 
feedback.

nunocorreia.com

NUNO CORREIA - TALK @ RICH MIX - FREE ENTRY

PRICKIMAGE present his project WALKPro3D, a mobile HD video projection system that brings 
digital puppetry and 3D character performances to any location instantly using Leap Motion & 
Unity 3D gaming engine.

WALKPro3D.co

WALKABOUT PROJECTION - TALK @ RICH MIX - FREE ENTRY

Moderated by Rossana Di Lella (head of audience development, AV Node). Featuring Gianluca Del 
Gobbo (founder, AV Node), Paul Bonham (Arts Council England), Pete Thornton (Splice Festival, 
Elastic  Eye), Graham Daniels and Francoise Lamy (Splice Festival, Addictive TV), Christopher 
Thomas Allen (Splice Festival, The Light Surgeons) and Joe Catchpole (Splice Festival).

AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT - PANEL DISCUSSION @ RICH MIX - FREE ENTRY

Norman collaborated with Squarepusher on his recent concerts, designing a generative visual 
environment. His talk will explore the collaborative process of stage design and how to find the 
balance between conceptual and emotional motivation in creative work.

blackboxecho.com | znorman.co.uk

ZAK NORMAN - TALK @ RICH MIX - FREE ENTRY

FRI 3RD JUNE
10AM - 1AM

UAL/LCC CAMPUS : UNIVERSITY OF THE ARTS LONDON, SE1 6SB  WORKSHOPS : FREE FOR REGISTERED PARTICIPANTS

RICH MIX : 35-47 BETHNAL GREEN RD, LONDON E1 6LA  TICKETS : £10-12.50 (ARTISTS TALKS FREE 13:00 - 18:00) 

Working with the DVA GROUP, creative coder, digital artist and interaction designer Evvvvil will 
present his latest project “An Interactive Procedural Creature!’ that has has a basic AI, tracks your 
body with a Kinect and can be controlled with voice commands.

vimeo.com/evvvvil

“If machines can control our faces, let’s control the machine with our face” - Popesz Csaba Láng 
presents a workshop in Pure Data (Pd) explaining how to develop a tool kit for controlling video 
playback with the movement of your face.

elektromoonvision.wordpress.com 

USE YOUR FACE AS AN INTERFACE - WORKSHOP @ I’KLECTIK ART LAB - FREE ENTRY

This workshop is led by artist Leon Trimble and explores using MIDI and OSC to communicate 
between various AV applications and hardware, introducing the technical foundations for 
developing an AV performance.

chromatouch.net

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO AV - WORKSHOP @ I’KLECTIK ART LAB - FREE ENTRY
The UK’s most progressive audiovisual turntablist will be splicing and dicing iconic music videos 
and obscure youtube gems on his decks and midi pads, pushing the technology to take his 
audience on a fast paced trip through assorted styles made to make you dance, think and smile!

djcheeba.com

DJ CHEEBA “AV SHOWCASE” - LIVE AV @ SHAPES

Andy Turner and Ed Handley together form Plaid, one of the most respected UK electronic acts of 
their generation. With a new album “The Digging Remedy” hot o� the press on Warp Records, they 
bring us a special two hour DJ set to close our Saturday night. 

plaid.co.uk

PLAID - DJ SET @ SHAPES + VJ SETS BY PAVEL KARAFIÁT & ABOUT:BLANK™

Media artist, a digital designer and software developer based in the Czech Republic, Pavel is 
constantly bridging the gap between computation, interaction and aesthetics using software tool 
“VVVV” to create real-time 3D graphics, projected light and interactive installations.

pavelkarafiat.cz

PAVEL KARAFIÁT - VJ SET WITH PLAID @ SHAPES

Antoine De Schuyter and Kate Wintjes make motion graphics, music videos and VJ sets that 
explore the limits of glitch aesthetics, deconstructed typography and fractalising landscapes 
using animation overlays and distorted digital textures.

aboutblnk.be

ABOUT:BLANK™ - VJ SET WITH PLAID @ SHAPES

Parisian artists Stéphane Bissières (audio) and Etienne Bernardot (visual) explore mathematical 
patterns and the relationship between real and digital tools in order to forge a network of 
interaction between music, video, light and the body.

stephanebissieres.com

BUNQ & EB “TEMPS RÉELS” - LIVE AV @ SHAPES

Ernesto Sarasa’s work explores new pathways in audiovisual narrative, inducing dialogues 
between sound, music and images to create elements that work as signs of a story, with open and 
contextual meanings. His work includes illustration, graphic design, animation, film and sound art.

fonostrabico.ernestosarasa.com

FONOSTRÄBICO “ITINERARIOS” - LIVE AV @ SHAPES

Mark’s practice encapsulates both sound and image as a means to extend spatial imaginings 
between real and virtual space, “Moiré” is a film peice that is based on encounters and exchanges 
between fictional characters within a milieu of audio-visual interference.

markpilkington.org.uk

MARK PILKINGTON “MOIRÉ” - SCREENING @ SHAPES

A journey through the land and soundscapes of China, a survey of the city as unstable terrain, 
combining fragments of conversations, crowds, journeys, lights, deserted space and architectural 
forms, tracing a multitude of paths, identities and experiences in the urban realm.

dfuse.com

D-FUSE “LATITUDE 31°10N/121°28E” - LIVE AV @ SHAPES

This showcase of Liam’s live VJ work and semi improvised audio using live layered guitars and 
drum machines uses analogue and digital video glitches along with feedback to create generative 
and unpredictable visuals of movement and colour.

facebook.com/Liam-Roberts

LIAM ROBERTS “UNWAVES” - LIVE AV @ SHAPES

Seminal work that explores the relationship between identity, ritual and place through the cultural 
landscape of Malaysia. Documentary film meets AV remix with an original musical score that 
fuses South East Asian instruments, modern electronics with contemporary classical influences. 

lightsurgeons.com | supereverything.net

THE LIGHT SURGEONS - SUPEREVERYTHING* - LIVE AV @ SHAPES

SAT 4TH JUNE
12PM - 2AM

I’KLECTIK ART LAB : 20 CARLISLE LANE, LONDON, SE1 7LG  WORKSHOPS : FREE FOR REGISTERED PARTICIPANTS

SHAPES : 117 WALLIS RD, LONDON E9 5LN  TICKETS : £10-12.50 

Artist Zach Walker presents an analog workshop exploring the subject of cymatics where the 
participants will get to see what sound looks like and make a non-newtonian fluid come to life on 
the surface of a speaker.

zachwalker.co.uk

VISUALISING VIBRATIONS  - WORKSHOP @ I’KLECTIK ART LAB - FREE ENTRY

An audiovisual performance by Steven McInerney, a multi-disciplinary artist and curator who’s 
work focuses on the synaesthetic intersections between sound and vision. Decomposition #3 is an 
18 minute, ever evolving, AV performance using 16mm film, optical sound & live modular synths.

merkaba-macabre.net

MERKABA MACABRE “DECOMPOSITION #3”  - LIVE AV @ I’KLECTIK ART LAB

James Allard and Tom Brown create brooding live AV compositions of noise and abstract visuals 
involving themes of self-reflection, elusive memories and transformation. Layers of sonic and 
visual textures are punctuated by melody, rhythm and representational images.

magneticforagers.com

MAGNETIC FORAGERS “SECRET ISLANDS” - LIVE AV @ I’KLECTIK ART LAB

Aquatint paints a plastic view of nature through transitional landscapes, a mesmeric dance of 
shapes, lights and abstract imagery on the cusp of the recognizable reflect on the emotional 
response we experience in powerful natural environments.

overlap.co.uk

OVERLAP “AQUATINT” - LIVE AV @ I’KLECTIK ART LAB

Neal Coghlan’s Studio Aszyk project is known for its hyperactive mix of bold shapes, colours and 
patterns; taking the audience through a series of abstract landscapes to reveal pattern-like 
creatures pulsing and evolving to his bass driven audio vibes.

studioaszyk.com

2016 FESTIVAL TEAM : PETE THORNTON, GRAHAM DANIELS, CHRISTOPHER ALLEN, JOE CATCHPOLE, FRANCOISE LAMY

SPECIAL THANKS TO ALL OF THE VOLUNTEERS AND EVERYONE WHO HELPED MAKE SPLICE HAPPEN

FESTIVAL SPONSORS :

PARTNER FESTIVALS :

FESTIVAL FUNDED BY :

STUDIO ASZYK “MASKS OF LIGHT” - LIVE AV @ I’KLECTIK ART LAB

Described by the legendry John Peel as “my natural successor”, Mixmaster Morris is one of the 
most respected DJs ever. Recording for Ninja Tune, Rising High, Positiva and remixing artists such 
as The Shamen, Lloyd Cole, Higher Intelligence Agency, INXS, Sven Vath and Coldcut.

mixmastermorris.com

MIXMASTER MORRIS - DJ SET @ I’KLECTIK ART LAB

The visionary mind behind Insight Lighting, mind bending lighting and projection designers who 
work with brands, bands, artists and event promoters. He creates and manages content, designs 
and performs large scale shows with the aim of making an unforgettable experience.

insightlighting.co.uk

BRENDAN CLARKE - ANALOG SET WITH MIXMASTER MORRIS @ I’KLECTIK ART LAB

A specialist in video production for live performance since 1999, Joe works as a community 
organiser, visual director, technical producer, projection mapper and Quartz Composer 
programmer on projects that include live events, installations and videography.

vimeo.com/joecatchpole

JOE CATCHPOLE - VJ SET WITH MIXMASTER MORRIS @ I’KLECTIK ART LAB

Pete Thornton is a visual artist, designer and co-founder of the VJ collective MOREEYES. 
Specialising in creating and performing custom VJ sets for artists, record labels and festivals. 
Live sets feature a mixture of film, motion graphics, samples from 16mm film and found footage.

moreeyes.co.uk

PETE ELASTICEYE - VJ SET WITH MIXMASTER MORRIS @ I’KLECTIK ART LAB

@splicefestival

/splicefestival

/splicefestival

#splicefestival
#avnode

www.splicefestival.com
info@splicefestival.com
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